
Finero UI Designer / UX Developer Job Description 
 

Finero, a fintech startup, is looking for a UI Designer / UX Developer to enhance and extend 

features of its innovative digital platform. Our mission is to simplify everyone’s personal 

finance management by aggregating their financial information in a safe place, 

independently of their banking and insurance relationship.  

 

Description  

This role is part of the product development team and is working on the visual side of our 

platform. As UI Designer and UX Developer you will be working closely with customers, the 

management team and our developers to bring the best user experience for our customers. 

 

Responsibilities: 

� Concept and implement our visual language 

� Create and advance site-wide style guides 

� Storyboard/prototype UX experiences 

� You will be a key member of our development team 

� Present and evaluate new UI and UX trends and contribute within all development life-

cycles  

� Present at bi-weekly product meetings 

� Work together in small, highly motivated, interdisciplinary teams 

� Face unforeseen situations where you are always welcome to bring in your inputs on 

finding solutions. So you will be highly challenged! 

 

Requirements & Qualifications 
� A diverse portfolio that exhibits excellent use of typography, color, imagery, and graphic 

elements 

� Experience designing for web and mobile devices 

� Experience in facilitating UX workshops and interviews with team and customers 

� Knowledge of front end mark-up: HTML/CSS 

� Basics knowledge of JavaScript 

� Strong sketching skills 

� Full knowledge of Sketch or Adobe CS 

� Image compression best practices 

� Information design skills 

 

What we offer 
� The possibility to work in Zürich for an early-stage company, and learn a lot within a 

short time period 

� Work in a very innovative and driven team and build new skills/knowledge with your 

colleagues 

� Flexible working hours and a very friendly working atmosphere 

� The chance to have a real impact and to share your ideas and implement them 

 


